
 

‘PRIDE, PREJUDICE, AND MISTLETOE’ 
Synopsis 

 
Financial advisor Darcy Fitzwilliam (Lacey Chabert) takes time off from her high-stress job to 
visit her family for the holidays.  When she arrives, her mother, Gloria (Sherry Miller), recruits 
her to help with a large Christmas gala she is hosting.  Darcy meets with her longtime friend 
Caylee (Anna Hardwick), who shares that she’s dating a new man, Jim Bennett (Mark Wiebe).  
Darcy recognizes him as being the brother of her former high school debate club sparring 
nemesis, Luke Bennett (Brendan Penny). 
 
Darcy is surprised to learn her mother has hired Luke to both cater the gala and help Darcy 
plan it.  Darcy begrudgingly accepts Luke’s help, and the two prepare for the event together.  
While with Luke, Darcy runs into Carl (Morgan David Jones), a former boyfriend who works for 
Darcy’s father.  Having only recently separated, Carl still holds a candle for Darcy and seeing 
her with Luke creates instant jealousy.  Later, at Caylee’s white elephant party, Darcy and Luke 
find themselves under the mistletoe together.  Always the sparring partner, Darcy challenges 
Luke’s knowledge of mistletoe instead of kissing him. 
 
Darcy’s brother, Parker (Steve Belford), arrives home and announces that he and his wife are 
having a baby.  Darcy confesses that sometimes she wonders if her work really makes her 
happy, but keeps this from her father Edward (Art Hindle), who always tries to convince her to 
move back home and take over the family business.  Her professional doubt is exacerbated 
when she catches wind of a meeting her fellow business partners have planned without her.  
She later realizes that her partners are trying to poach her clients while she is out of town, and 
scrambles to save her client list – including special attention to her top client. 
 
Darcy and Luke become close, and Luke shares that he always planned to open a restaurant 
with his dad before he passed away.  Darcy helps him name this restaurant passion project.  
Spending time with Luke makes Darcy happier than she’s been in a while, and closer to making 
decisions about whether or not her separation from Carl is permanent and whether she wants 
to return to her job in the city. 
 
On the night of the gala, there is a mix-up that leads to no catering staff.  With some quick 
thinking, Darcy and Luke recruit help from their friends and family, along with the kids who 
belong to the local community center that the gala is raising funds for.  Darcy and Luke are a 
great team who always make the best out of any situation thrown at them, and only have eyes 
for one another all night.  However, Carl makes one last effort to win Darcy back, throwing a 
wrench in her budding relationship with Luke.  Juggling two potential suitors and two career 
path options, Darcy must decide where she wants to spend her future – and with whom. 
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